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	This book will help you join the thousands of successful iPhone App developers without needing to learn Objective-C or the Cocoa touch APIs. If you want to apply your existing web development skills to iPhone and iPad development, then now you can. WebKit’s support for HTML5 means any web developer can create compelling apps for both the iPhone and the larger-screen iPad.


	Beginning iPhone & iPad Web Apps takes you through the latest Mobile Web Standards as well as the specific features of the iPhone and iPad. You’ll learn about WebKit and Mobile Safari, HTML5 and CSS3, Vector Graphics and Multimedia support. You’ll discover the built-in hardware features of the iPhone and iPad and how best to take advantage of them.


	The market for web apps for the iPhone and iPad is expanding rapidly. You’ll want to know about all the advantages, and Beginning iPhone & iPad Web Apps is the perfect starting point.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to take your existing web skills and deploy them on iPad and iPhone
	
		User interface design basics for both the smaller iPhone screen and the larger iPad display
	
		The keys to web app development built into HTML5, WebKit, and Mobile Safari
	
		How to support mobile-media with iPhone- and iPad-specific features
	
		How to take advantage of advanced features of CSS3 for graphics
	
		How to address Apple’s touch screen interface and interact with Cocoa touch APIs



	Who this book is for


	This book is for web designers and developers who want to use their hard-earned skills and knowledge to create compelling mobile web experiences for iPhone and iPad users.


	Table of Contents

	
		Development Tools
	
		Development Environment
	
		Introducing Developer and Debugging Tools
	
		Web App Design With HTML5 And CSS3
	
		The Anatomy of a Web Application
	
		User Experience And Interface Guidelines
	
		Interesting CSS Features for Your Web Application User Interface
	
		Bitmap and Vector Graphics and Downloadable Fonts with Canvas and SVG
	
		Embedding Audio and Video Content in Your Web Application
	
		An Object-Oriented JavaScript Programming Primer
	
		Going Further With JavaScript And Web Standards
	
		Handling Transformations, Animations, and Special Effects with CSS
	
		Cross-Document Communication
	
		Ajax and Dynamic Content
	
		Using Touch and Gesture Events
	
		Location-Aware Web Applications
	
		A Better Handling of Client-Side Data Storage
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Linux Mint EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to Linux Mint for the novice to the professional


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use Linux Mint like a pro, starting with the installation and going all the way through maintaining your system
	
		Covers everything you need to know in order to be productive, including browsing the...
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Quantum Topology (Series on knots & everything)World Scientific Publishing, 1993
Discusses topics in the field of quantum topology, including: knot theory, exotic spheres and global gravitational anomolies; construction of 4D topological quantum field theories; computing the arf invariants of links; and the Casson invariants for two-fold branched covers of links. 

This book...
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Pro T-SQL 2012 Programmer's GuideApress, 2012

	Pro T–SQL 2012 Programmer’s Guide is every developer’s key to making full use of SQL Server 2012’s powerful, built–in Transact–SQL language. Discussing new and existing features, the book takes you on an expert guided tour of Transact–SQL functionality. Fully functioning examples and...
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Colloquial Spanish of Latin America 2: The Next Step in Language Learning (Colloquial 2 Series)Routledge, 2004
Do you know Latin American Spanish already and want to go a stage further? If you're planning a visit to South America, need to brush up your Latin American Spanish for work, or are simply doing a course, Colloquial Spanish of Latin America 2 is the ideal way to refresh your knowledge of the language and extend your skills.
...
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Enterprise Risk Management: From Incentives to ControlsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A fully revised second edition focused on the best practices of enterprise risk management


	Since the first edition of Enterprise Risk Management: From Incentives to Controls was published a decade ago, much has changed in the worlds of business and finance. That's why James Lam has returned with a new edition of...
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Algorithms Sequential & Parallel: A Unified Approach (Electrical and Computer Engineering Series)Charles River, 2005
A major thrust of computer science is the design, analysis, implementation, and scientific evaluation of algorithms to solve critical problems. In addition, new challenges are being offered to computer scientists in the field of computational science and engineering, which includes challenging problems in computational biology, computational fluid...
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